The “Rarely Seen’ Newsletter - March 2018
BMC MEETING
Sunday, April 22
11am - ??

Potluck- bring food and utencils.
o nuts please! Waunakee EMS
Sorry for the lack of communication. It’s been a busy winter for
Nona and I. We are in Hawaii…
no longer a vacation, although I
do not regret leaving all you diehard winter lovers. Nona has family which includes a very sharp
93 yr old mother. Me personally,
beside whatever I have to do
(chores,etc), enjoy a little golf,
lots of walking and exercise.
Can’t say I’ve found this aging
thing a great deal of fun, but am
making the most of it. Anxious to
get home to ‘our’ house and get
ready for all the ‘sprouts’ both the
pretty blooming kind and, of
course, the weeds. Have a few
projects in mind, but they will
have to wait till I catch up.
*************
EXTRA! Club and Show report from
Al Rupp: Midwest Marble Club

*************
BMC Club Meeting Agenda
Treasury…Bill (sounds important)
Dues reminder (We’re a little late.)
Face Book… Kathy (help with it)
Show feedback (if we remember!)
Finds/stories
Upcoming shows/show reports (Bill)
Antique Auction Action News (Ideas)
Thanks to Chuck P. $$??/Gift card?
Thoughts/ideas for 2018
Upcoming auctions (Bernie)
Any thing else????
Buy, sell, trade.
50/50

There Are o Marbles in Hawaii!!
Well…. Almost no marbles. I go to a ‘swap meet’ at least once a week
and have yet to find anything worth considering. Lots of pretenders however.
‘Spotties’ still cooling off being pawned off as ‘genuine, only a few ever made’,
and a deal at $10 more or less. Shooters, ¾” and over are regarded as the most
collectable from your childhood. Chips and dings are proof of antique value, and
of course, clays are a prize for all mibs collectors.
Actually, while the aforementioned is close to the truth (in this age of
lying), there were a few occasions when .ona and I fingered through a few boxes
hoping to disprove my theory. The best we could do were a few 40’s/50’s swirls,
corks, clearies, and game marbles amid the recent issues. Friend and reputable
owners of Antique Alley in Honolulu, Pake and wife Julie displayed the best to
be found, but unfortunately, nothing we need for now.
Looks like .ona and I will be here a little longer than planned, so will
continue the hunt here based on the presumption that a little dirt never hurt a
marble. Somewhere soon we will find something to bring home.
*******************************************
Update! Found a few nice marbles recently at the swap meet. Pics below. Will do some haggling next week just to say I found some!!

While visiting friends in Sheboygan Falls, WI we sidetracked via shortcut
through one of the city parks. From a distance I saw several older teens and
rolling their ‘Murbles’ around trying to hit each other… as in ‘followies’. I
hung around a bit… a whole new game, and a softer attempt to enjoy a game
in the park. They are made of rigid/foam and about 6” in diameter.
Ah-ha! Found: https://murblegame.com/

******************************************

www.youtube.com/watch?v=JisvinJaUqU
www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_Tu0swKo3A
www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1Xn5ug2WBo
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxcJfaoK5xg

Internet Visit

COLLECTORS WEEKLY
At this writing time there are 716 ongoing auctions.
Nice Website. Great pictures. Interesting. Check it out.
Link:

www.collectorsweekly.com/art-glass/marbles
Article below from CW: © 2007–2018 Auctions Online USA Ltd
************************************

Vintage and Antique Marbles
Antique glass marbles are highly collectible, from handmade examples by German glassmakers of the 1800s to vintage marbles made by machine in the early 20th century by U.S. companies like Christensen, Peltier Glass, Akro
Agate, and Vitro Agate. Many collectors obsess over old marbles because they remember playing with them as
children. The game, marbles, originated in the Netherlands during the 1500s and 1600s. To make playing pieces for
the game, the Dutch began to grind down semiprecious stones such as marble (hence, the name) and limestone until
the rocks formed perfect spheres. Then, the Germans began to shape marbles out of agate. During the 1800s, Europeans began to produce clay marbles, using different ceramics techniques. Cheap antique clay marbles—which
were so common at the time that they were known as “commies”—were made from a low-fire process and were
often not even painted or dyed. They were just ugly, round brown marbles for kids to play with and lose. Rare antique clay marbles were glazed or decorated, and only wealthy, aristocratic children got to play with such beauties.
A specific variation of these marbles, known as "scenic chinas" were made with a white earthenware, which was
high-fired and either burnished or glazed with geometric patterns or images of flowers, landscapes, or boats on the
water. These are so hard to find that they often sell for five figures. Ultimately, old glass marbles are the most collectible. Antique glass marbles were first made in Thuringen region in Germany, which was known for its glass
toys. Marbles would be created by a glass blower heating up a transparent glass cane, clear or colored, and then
attaching slender rods of opaque colored glass. This glass would be fired and pulled into a single cane from 20 to
50 inches long, which would then be twisted. The artisan would cut the cane into marbles using "marble scissors,"
developed in the 1840s, which had a metal cup that pushed the glass into a sphere shape. Antique marbles from this
era can be identified by their pontil marks, formed when the marble was cut from the cane. German swirls are the
most common of antique handmade glass marbles from Thuringen. There are five types of German swirl marbles.
The most typical are the antique latticino core marbles, which were created from the 1840s (the beginning of glass
marble production) until the mid-1920s. Most cores of these old marbles are white or yellow. Less common antique
German swirls have a solid core (either cylindrical or ridged), a divided core (with multiple strands in the center,
most commonly 3 or 4), a ribbon core (with either a single or double ribbon), or a complex core, in which two or
more variations are used within the same marble. Other types of old colored glass-marbles include maypole marbles (threads swirled on or near the surface of the marble), mists (color created by overlaying glass on or near the
surface of the marble), micas (colored glass with silver flakes), solid-colored swirls (such as onionskin and peppermint marbles), and opaque glass. Another popular style is the sulphide marble, which is clear with a small figure in
the center—these are extremely rare and beautiful marbles, produced in the same location and around the same
time as German swirls. Larger antique glass marbles, those more than 2 inches in diameter, were made roughly between 1850 and 1870, and used for Victorian adult games, like carpet bowling. Marbles known as "transitionals" or
"hand-gathered marbles" were first made at glassworks near Akron, Ohio, starting in the 1890s. Glass workers
made marbles by gathering molten glass on the end of a pontil rod, and then a machine would turn that glass into
rounded marbles. This process used both an artisan's handiwork and industrial automation, making "transitional"
marbles halfway between hand-made and manufactured. The first of these marbles have a design known as "slag,"
meaning the marble has a clear or colored transparent glass base and opaque white swirls, and slags were the standard marbles coming out of

American glassworks. Fancier marbles, called "onyxes," were glass marbles made to imitate carnelian, agate, or even
precious stones. If you had marbles actually made of onyx, carnelian, or agate, then you were a wealthy child, indeed.
M.F. Christensen & Son company, founded in 1904 in Akron began making slags in transparent blue, green, brown, purple, red, orange, yellow, aqua, and clear. The company also released a limited line of "opaques" in "Imperial Jade,"
"Persian Turquoise," yellow, and lavender. The later are extremely rare marbles. Lutz marbles are known for their beautiful swirls of goldstone decoration. Goldstone, glass made with copper crystals, was first discovered in Venice in the
1600s, but antique marbles using the material weren’t produced until the early 1900s, just before World War I. Fully
machine-made marbles came about during World War I, when the U.S. stopped importing handmade marbles from Germany, which is one of many reasons why handmade antique marbles are especially collectible. American entrepreneurs
took advantage of this opportunity and began to patent marble-making machines, which ultimately could produce millions of marbles in a day's time. The M.F. Christensen & Son company in Akron was instrumental in developing marble-making machinery, but it shut down before the war ended, in 1917. Just down the Ohio River in West Virginia, a
company called Akro Agate launched a marble-making factory to fill the void Christensen left. Soon, competing marble
manufacturers like Vitro Agate Company opened nearby in West Virginia. These vintage marbles were made by filling
up machine tanks with different colors of molten glass, and then the machines would pump out thousands of marbles a
day using the same color combinations—although no two looked exactly alike. When the tanks were empty the next
morning, the factory workers would add different colors, and start the process again. Playing marbles surged in the
popularity in the United States between the 1920s and 1940s, so all of these factories were busy keeping up with the
demand. Hence, vintage machine-made marbles are not hard to find, but because children played rough with them, vintage marbles in mint condition are rare and collectible. Akro Agate created a popular style of marble called a
"corkscrew" or a "special," which had two or more different colors of glass spiraling on top of another color. Depending
on the colors, corkscrews might be known as "onyxes," "Popeyes," or "snakes." A "Superman" marble, made by Peltier
Glass, features the colors of Superman's suit. Same goes for the "Spider-Man" marble. In 1925, a company named
Christensen Agate—no relation to M.F. Christensen & Son—launched in Payne, Ohio. The owners may have thought
using the Christensen name was smart marketing. The company became known for its brightly colored or "electric"
glass, and marbles with those colors sell for higher prices today. The company also produced marbles known as
"guineas," which have colored bits of glass melted onto the surface of marbles with transparent bases like clear, cobalt,
or amber. These rare vintage marbles were produced for a limited time and sell for hundreds each today. The man who
developed marble glass colors for Christensen Agate and Akro Agate had worked at Cambridge Glass Works, so he employed high-quality glass you don't see in later marbles. The Great Depression put Christensen Agate out of business in
1931, and today, vintage Christensen marbles are among the most collectible. After World War II, the manufacturing of
glass marbles shifted to Occupied Japan, and quickly, cheap marbles made in Japanese factories began to dominate the
American marble market. By the 1950s, the most common marbles were "cat's eyes," which are clear marbles injected
with one to three curved streaks of colors in their centers. While some cat's eyes are rare, most were mass-produced.
Postwar marbles are also notably less vibrant than older marbles because they were made of cheaper glass. Often, midcentury marbles were produced with simple clear bases and color applied to their surfaces

******************************************************************

Rolling Through History
Believe it or not, but no one really knows where marbles originated. They've been
found in the ashes of Pompeii and in the tombs of ancient Egyptians, and they
were played with by Native American tribes, so it's impossible to pin down a precise
country of origin. The earliest examples were simply stones that had been polished
smooth by a running river, but for centuries artisans made them by hand from
clay, stone, or glass.

ThirtyThirty-Eight Minutes
Saturday, January 13, 2018
Some of you may recall an event that happened in Hawaii a month or two ago. Well, Nona and I and our families just happened to be around for the ‘scare’, of sorts. Thought you might enjoy the article that I wrote for our local newspaper… perhaps a few of you already read it, but sure helps to fill a few pages in this newsletter.

Three of us, a renowned cinematographer (Chris Bryan) from Australia, a local young friend (Aaron), and
me, were among the few pre-dawn risers perched on several large boulders on the north-east side of Waimea
Bay on Oahu. We were waiting for the first rays to shine through Waimea Valley and offer some of the best photographic opportunity on the planet. That, in fact, is why Chris jumped on a plane in Sydney on Friday afternoon,
arrive in Honolulu late, rented a car, and drove to the North Shore for two days of perfect light in ‘the perfect’
place. He came for the ‘big-time’. Many of his works have been used in movies, documentaries, and ads. I was
envious of his effort to achieve that status. It’s worth mentioning he is only 41. His ‘genre’s are oceans, surfing,
underwater and on-the-water, among other adventures. Aaron and I, with our Canons and ‘measly’ 300mm
lenses stood by bombarding him with questions of his adventures.
We were poised for the promised 40 ft. waves that arrived during the night and possibly swell to 50 ft.
during the day on Saturday. We were set up and ready before 7am. Those of us who arrived in the twilight focused on the roaring waves assuring the promise of a great day. At about 7:10, the first rays touched the monsters arriving in the bay. We began ‘shuttering’ away.
Around 7:30 others joined us, and without any conversation for fear of losing the shot of a lifetime, my
attention focused momentarily at the line of lenses swiveling on their tripods, estimating their values. Up and
down the line, $2000, $1000, $8000 for a prime 600mm. I dreamed of next year trying to find the money in my
disposable stash to stand taller in the line of glass.
In the next few minutes, tourist and families lined up and focused their Coolpixs and Powershots, along
with smart phones, to show their friends and families back home. Almost any camera could do no wrong by 7:50.
The rays bursting out of Waimea Valley exploded in breathtaking splendor. I ask Chris if anyplace in the world
could top Waimea Bay for beauty. Without hesitation, he said “Mate, nothing can top Waimea=. and here we
stand.”
For over 50 yrs I’ve had the opportunity enjoy Waimea. I’ve tried to surf it, snorkel in it, and watch my children play on the beach. I can honestly say I’ve been around long enough to witness all its moods.
Shortly after 8 am, those photographers, tourists, and families became a noticeably disturbed group.
Some began screaming, others were hugging loved ones and all were considering escape; but to where? I did
not have my phone set for emergency alert, nor did Chris, but Aaron opened his to show us the message.
"“BALLISTIC MISSILE THREAT

INBOUND TO HAWAII. SEEK

IMMEDIATE SHELTER. THIS IS NOT A DRILL!"
Even with all the commotion around us, we grinned and considered it a joke or a hack of the security system. I doubt even “Kim” J.U. wouldn’t consider proving his button is bigger than our button.
Our thought then began to consider the message a real possibility. Chris’s facial expression showed his
concern for his wife and two babies back in Australia, and Aaron thought of his wife in Kailua 50 miles away.
Many were trying to dial loved ones all over the world, but few if any were able to connect because of the statewide surge of callers.

My son called and wanted to know if I received the alert. I sensed a bit of nervousness in his voice.
He said he would call his mother and assure her that I was aware of the situation. Many certainly thought
that ‘this might be it’. That thought became my thought. One nuclear missile would be more than enough to
destroy Oahu and most everyone on it.
I was standing in possibly the most beautiful place on earth. My mission had previously been of capturing a once in a lifetime photograph. Suddenly, all my thoughts were how can I possibly get back to
Nona? I thought of my sons and their families and my grandchildren. What a hell of way to go. I recalled
visions of the fireballs and mushrooms I’ve seen many times over my years. I remembered the recent news
of the time it would take from a North Korean launch to delivery of a missile to Hawaii. 37 minutes. Ten minutes went by. Vehicles didn’t know whether to turn left or right. Everything was jammed. Chris, Aaron and I
resolved to stand our ground. (LOL) It was about 8:25. I reconsidered my thought that Kim really would
push his big button just to be the toughest 4th grader on the playground.
Aaron, having the only phone that would dial out said he had a friend that was in the military at the
missile proving range on Kuai. He called then grinned as he and his friend spoke. It had to be good news.
We waited while they finished their conversation.
His first bit of good news is that it was a mistake. “There is no missile.” He added that according to
his friend, no missile could ever get to Hawaii. The missile defenses around Hawaii guarantee that there is
a ‘0’ chance of the aforementioned scenario could ever happening. I have my doubts. Too bad those
around us might have known that. The three of us had a laugh, calmed a few folks in our vicinity, and resumed our attention on the beauty of Waimea Bay. We actually had notice of the 'all clear' before the media.
After a few more hours and six or seven hundred camera clicks, Aaron and I said good bye to Chris
and left for home. On Sunday the three of us met again. We learned Chris called Australia expecting to
hear his wife’s concern for his safety. She had heard nothing of the ‘missile’ warning.
Saying it was scary isn’t really manly, so , in your mind’s eye, see three very brave men standing on
a wall next to all the beauty you might want to see on your last day on earth. It all gave new meaning to
“Incoming”.

Morphy’s Archived Marble Prices
Two multi color divided core swirls and one English style orange latticino.
Condition: (9.0 - 9.2).
Item Dimensions: 1 - 19/32" - 1 - 13/16" Dia.
Sold: $210

two multi color divided core, one solid core, and English style latticino core. All four marbles show as made internal air pockets over
color bands. All four external surfaces are in fine condition.
Condition: (9.5).
Item Dimensions: 1 - 23/32" - 2 - 5/64" Dia.
Sold: $330

three multi color four panel onionskins, one pink and white onionskin with
large mica flakes, and one single pontil end of day. All marbles have been
polished with some damage still present.
Item Dimensions: 1 - 35/64" - 2 - 11/64" Dia.
Sold: $360

The smaller is a single pontil Leighton-style transition with unusual light purple transparent base loaded with oxblood. Great .o. 9 pattern opposite ground pontil. The larger marble is a white base clambroth with green bands. Both have surface as made
cold roll marks.
Condition: (9.3 - 9.5).
Item Dimensions: 53/64" to 7/8" Dia.
Sold: $579.50

From smallest to largest: squirrel eating, dog-like creature, running rabbit, standing dog, and standing Husky dog. All with original surface.
Condition: (8.3 - 8.7).
Item Dimensions: 1 - 5/64" - 1 - 27/64" Dia.
Sold: $330

three clear base, one with blue, one with red and one with baby blue bands. Lot also includes a black
glass Lutz, all white ribbon Lutz, three banded Indian Lutz, and a black opaque base with mint green
bands.
Condition: (8.5 -9.0).
Item Dimensions: 11-16" - 25/32" Dia.
Sold: $570

Marbles: 5/8" - 3/4". Board: 8 - 1/4" Dia. This gorgeous little board has an uncommon 37 hole pattern and a
black scalloped line around a square of nine holes. Board is made of very fine grain, medium brown wood
with a good original patina. There are three bun feet on the reverse. Probably a late 19th century or turn of
the century board. Included are 36 multicolor onionskins and one white clambroth style marble. Board
(Near Mint). Marbles (8.2 - 9.2). Sold: $600

See more at: www.morphyauctions.com

2018 Midwest Marble Club Update - By Alan D. Rupp (Club President)
Hello Fellow Mibsters!

2018 marks the beginning of a new era of cooperation between the Badger Marble Club and the Midwest Marble Club. For
years we have shared members between the two clubs. Jim Stephenson and I met during the Midwest Marble Club’s new Marble Show in Rochester, MN, last September and agreed that the two clubs should do more things together, starting with the
Badger Club providing the Midwest Club space in the Badger Newsletter for this article. I and my fellow Midwest Club Members are looking forward to working with the Badger Club Members on any ideas or activities which Members feel would be
beneficial to both clubs. Please let us know what ideas you may have for us to work on together.
The Midwest Marble Club has gone through a long period of change and growth over the past two years. Like most Clubs we
have seen some tough times as our overall membership had aged and long-time friends have gone away. Yet, unlike many
clubs, the Midwest Marble Club had seen a recent growth in membership, with more than a dozen new members being added.
With the new membership has come some significant changes and some fun additions to the marble related activities Midwest
Marble Club Members are engaging in, including:
Midwest Marble Club Mable Show – Rochester, M.
Last year, in 2017, saw the Midwest Marble Club hold a Marble Show in Rochester, MN in September, after a 9-year hiatus. It
was great success, with many of the attendees indicating that it exceeded their expectations! My thanks to all those who attended. This year the Midwest Marble Club will hold another show in Rochester, MN on September 15, 2018, with three days
of in-room trading beforehand. Please contact Club Treasurer, Jeff Loven, at 320-420-0150 for details.
Midwest Marble Club Website at midwestmarbleclub.com
Late 2016 saw the start of the new Midwest Marble Club website at midwestmarbleclub.com. The website contains information about the club, its past history, photos of recent meetings, marble presentations and events, and details on future marble
meetings and events. Check us out for more details. Anyone can become a Midwest Marble Club Member and the first partial
year of membership is free. You can sign-up right on the website.
Midwest Marble Club Facebook Group
This year, 2018, the Midwest Club is focusing on increasing its visibility through the use of a Facebook group. Seems as if
every marble collector is getting into using Facebook to learn more about marbles and show off what they have. Lon
Morsching, a long time Midwest Club Member, will be facilitating our new Midwest Marble Club Facebook Group. Join us on
the fun and see what Midwest Marble Club Members are talking about doing this year.
Midwest Marble Club Membership Meetings
The Midwest Marble Club holds four meetings per year, approximately one per quarter. Our Winter Meeting, held February
11, 2018 at the Brookdale Library, was our yearly organizational meeting, with the voting in of our Executive Committee, a
layout of proposed and/or planned events for the year and a presentation on Alley Marbles. Our Spring Meeting this year,
2018, will be held for the first time in the Rum River Art Center in Anoka, MN. As it is open to the public, the actual Club
Meeting will be short, allowing Midwest Club Members time to set up for our first “Members-Only” Marble show. Table fees
are just $10 with the fee proceeds being donated to the Art Center. Our Summer Meeting is actually the Club Member Picnic.
Last year it was held in Dassel, MN. This year on July 28, 2018, it will be held in Burnsville, MN, in North River Hills Park,
just a few miles south from the Mall of America. Bring your non-glass marbles to show at

the picnic and then head to the Mall for some shopping. Our Fall Meeting is usually held in early November, at the Ridgedale
Library and wraps up the year with a couple of presentations on marble manufacturers. This year we are looking at opening the
meeting up for a “Young and Beginning Collectors” Event, where we hope to invite new collectors, both young and old, to
come and see how fun marble collecting can be. There will be marble games and presentations on how to start a marble collection.
So that’s it for 2018 from the Midwest Marble Club. Have a great year everyone and keep making marble collecting a fun and
enjoyable hobby for kids of all ages.

Midwest Marble Show-Rochester MN -2017

Grading Marbles
If you start now, using the following grading scale, you can finish your collection in five
years or less providing you have good magnifier, excellent non-reflective lighting, and
know the difference between a ‘pin-prick’ and a ‘flea bite’.
(Good luck with this. Seldom used by eBay!)

10.0 (Pristine): This describes a perfect marble, with a "wet," clean surface even under
magnification. All contemporary marbles should have this grade, though very few antique
or vintage marbles will ever be graded as such.
9.7-9.9 (Mint +): There is no damage present, even under magnification, though the marble is not quite a perfect "10."
9.3-9.6 (Mint): To the unaided eye, this describes a marble with no damage, though under
magnification there may be one or two pinpricks, a hint of wear, or an abrasion or rub
spot. Marbles in this range may have a small "as-made" such as a pinprick-sized blowout pit or a touch spot.
9.0-9.2 (Mint -): Mint (-) marbles will have no missing glass, with the exception perhaps of
some microscopic pinpricks. There may be minor wear, a sparkle or two, or a tiny subsurface reflection or moon.
8.7-8.9 (.ear Mint +): These marbles are almost in the Mint range, but may have a tiny
flake or moon, or two, as well as a few sparkles, subsurface reflections/moons, minor "asmades," and/or minor wear. .ear Mint (+) marbles will have at least one angle from
which they view Mint.
8.3-8.6 (.ear Mint): This range describes marbles that have the same sort of description
seen on .ear Mint (+) marbles, only to a higher degree. One side should still be viewed
Mint.
8.0-8.2 (.ear Mint -): These marbles will have the same sort of damage seen on specimens
in the upper .ear Mint ranges but only more so. .o side will be viewable as Mint, but the
damage will not be deep or cover more than one quarter of the marble's surface, with the
exception of overall wear.
7.7-7.9 (Good +): The difference between marbles in this range and those that are .ear
Mint (-) is highly subjective, though such marbles will have over one quarter of the surface covered with damage, but not more than 50%. A Good (+) marble should be able to
be reconditioned (polished) without too much glass required to be removed.
7.3-7.6 (Good): Good marbles will have substantial damage, some of it deep enough so
that polishing may not remove it all. Roughly half of the surface will have damage, and
wear is generally heavy.
7.0-7.2 (Good -): More than 50% of the surface has damage, including substantial chips,
and you would probably not want to collect such a marble unless it were extremely rare
or if you planned on having it reconditioned. Polishing will probably not remove all the
damage without substantiallyreducing the size of the marble.
6.7-6.9 (Poor +): Poor (+) marbles are so beat up that there has to be a really good reason
it would still be desirable. You would be taking a risk to try to have such a marble polished.
6.3-6.6 (Poor): Marbles in Poor condition have so much damage you can barely tell what
type it is. These are beyond repair.

Pics from
the BMC

Below: The rarely seen ‘White Cross-Through’ Ghost!

Badger Marble Club
6454 Hyslop Rd.
Waunakee, WI 53597

The Badger Marble Club Newsletter is published and distributed approximately every three months
for the enjoyment and dissemination of information to members of the BMC. Membership to BMC is
$20.00 per yr. and payable on or about Jan. 15th each year. Payment should be submitted to: Badger
Marble Club, Bill Bass Treasurer, 410 W. Hickory, Lancaster, Wi. 53813. Information can be found
on the BMC webpage hosted by Serius Sunlite, Mineral Point, WI.
www.badgermarbleclub.com/

Marbles! Remember the fun!! Welcome-in spring. No batteries or adults to supervise. A playground, a circle, a full sock,
no swearing (maybe a dog-gone-it), hours of fun, and be home
in time for dinner!

